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1. Introduction
In the recent years, in the design of new materials
researchers try to find materials which have lower densities
and good mechanical properties. We can denote all kinds of
composite materials and highly porous. Highly porous materials have in their structure a cavity (cells) filled with gas.
These structures are formed from different types of materials from the group of metals, polymers and ceramics.
Foamed metals are pure metals or alloys that have in their
structure a significant amount of intentionally introduced
gas bubbles (ERG [1], Yu and Banhart [2], Andersen [3]).
We can denote that expanded metal is used often as components of a vibration damping or impact-absorbing casing.
This is due to the high energy absorption property of the
metal foam, many times larger than the native material
(Sobczak [4], Ashby [5]).
The foam metal structures are used in many types
of machine tools for impact protection as vibration isolators,
in other equipment and sometimes components (ISOTECH,
inc. [6]). An example of advanced use of a metal foam may
be a new type of gears into which the elements of expanded
metal between the hub and the ring gear which reduces the
noise throughout the transmission, and reduces the impact
of the teeth themselves and the weight of the mix (Hansena
[7], Oczoś [8]). Many applications one can observe in automotive, wherein the foam metal used to reinforce the hollow
profile in the design of safe crumple zones (Havel metal
foam [9]). Crumple zones safe are responsible for absorbing
the energy created during impact.
In the literature we can find many papers on the
metal foam but only a few of them concerns the numerical
simulation. Most of these concern the fluid flow in porous
materials (Boomsma at al. [10], Dukhan [11], Mudunuri at
al. [12]) or heat transfer (Calmidi and Mahajan [13], Kopanidis at al. [14]). Modeling is focused on the structure
with open cells De Jaeger at al. [15] present numerical
model as trabecular structure. Sadovskaya [16] presents numerical simulation of deformation of a metal foam but in the
theoretical domain only.
One can find in the literature works using numerical homogenization of the bone scaffold structures (Beluch
at al. [17]) of materials with internal cracks (Czyż at al. [18])
or in analysis of composite with inclusions (Makowski at al.
[19]). Most of this works was based on homogenization of
the RVE 2D models.
In the work a new approach to the modeling of the
metal foam is presented. It consists of closed cells ballshaped and cylindrical voids and represented by means of

RVE elements with different number, size and distribution
of the pores (voids). Numerical homogenization method is
applied to calculate material coefficient matrix of simulated
structures.
In earlier study developed 3D model of RVE elements and the coefficients of elasticity matrix were determined for different number and size of voids and their various positions. It means that influence of geometrical features on material parameters was tested.
Using results obtained from numerical homogenization a numerical simulation of three-point bending test
was proposed. Sample used in a test was prepared as a sandwich structure where core and claddings were made from
pure aluminium and a hollow profile filled with metal foam.
During the test it was investigated the effect a change in
thickness of the core and claddings on the displacement and
stresses values. Displacement and stresses have been shown
with respect to the total weight of tested sample.
The aim of the work is: how can we influence on
material parameters and mechanical properties (stress and
displacement) in foamed metal structures and how easy and
simple numerical simulations can be made.
2. Numerical homogenization
Numerical homogenization is used for calculating
the variables defining the status and parameters of the microstructure in such a way that by using these variables it
can be modelled macrostructure materials in such a way as
if it was made of homogeneous material, a phenomenon occurring in the microstructure which affect the macrostructure are represented by the calculated variables (Kouznetsova [20], Zohdi [21]). The advantages of this method
are presented below:
• no need putting requirements in relation to assumptions of constitutive centre macroscopic,
• allows the consideration of large deformations in
both micro and macro,
• makes it possible to use any of the techniques of numerical calculation in both scales,
• the ability to modify the micro to the macro level of
analysis,
• the possibility of using the issues of dynamic and
non-linear.
The elements which represent the structure of the
micro call RVE (representative volume element). RVE
models should represent the micro-structure to the extent
possible to identify the properties of the medium in composition. It is important RVE small enough to make it simple
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as possible so that we can carry out its detailed analysis, yet
large enough to be able to represent the microscopic structure of the tested structure. There are three types of approaches to the use RVE. Here, the adoption of a constitutive law at the macro level, testing of material parameters is
applied. The methodology is the same as in the classic approach, which is performed six studies with six different
boundary conditions, and then averages the strain and stress
in a model using the following equations:
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where: < εij >, < σij > are averaged strain and stress at macro
scale respectively, VRVE is volume of RVE element.
Next when these values < εij >, < σij > are designated we substitute them into a matrix in equation (3) and
then it is possible to calculate elasticity matrix C of equivalent homogenous material using the matrix Eq. (4).
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irregular RVE models designated elasticity matrix is full
and asymmetrical. The number, size and location of the
voids significantly effects on the shape of the elasticity matrix and value of designated coefficients. More details concern numerical calculations and final form of the elasticity
matrix for another RVE elements one can find in [22, 23]
and [24, 25].
Table 1
Description of RVE elements
Number
of model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Density [g/mm3]

(4)

The simplified models of foam metal structures
were prepared using FEM. The MSC Software system was
used. In RVE elements the size of voids, the number of
voids (density) and position were changed. As a basic material assumed pure aluminum with linear elastic properties:
Young modulus E = 69 GPa, Poisson ratio ν = 0.33. During
numerical simulations 13 models of RVE elements were
prepared (Table 1).
Each RVE element was modeled as a cube measuring 5x5x5 mm. The simplest element had one void with a
radius of 2.25 mm centrally positioned (No. 1). The next
four RVE elements are regular, further 5 elements are irregular and 3 last elements are with cylindrical voids. The examples of each type of RVE elements presented in Table 1
are showed in Fig. 1.
As a result of numerical analysis the values of the
stresses and strains per each item were obtained. Next, the
value of the integral Eqs. (1) and (2) were determined numerically and divided by the volume. As a result of this operation matrix medium stress and strain are obtained and
then using the formula (4) the elasticity matrix of defined
materials can be determined. Selected results for regular
RVE models are shown in Eq. (5), for irregular RVE models
in Eq. (6). Positions of material coefficients correspond to
matrix C in Eq. (3). It can be observed that for regular RVE
models that system of elasticity matrix tends to the isotropic
structure. The more voids that convergence is improved. For

1.6818
1.7495
2.0506
2.0133
1.9587
2.2114
2.1729
1.8212
2.0667
2.4334
1.2389
1.3489
1.6918

Number
of voids
1
8
21
121
1044
4
8
8
14
80
18
16
12

a

b

c
Fig. 1 RVE models: a –regular model 2, b – irregular model
7, c – cylindrical model 12
3. Numerical examples
Prepared models of foamed metal structure are
used in sandwich structures. For testing the mechanical parameters of sandwich structures numerical simulation of
three point bending test was performed. The sample with a
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length of 220 mm, a height of 30 mm and 50 mm wide was
modelled (Fig. 2). The sample is oriented relative to the reference so that the axis "Z" indicates the length of the sample
and the axis "Y" the height (thickness). Cladding and core
were made from pure aluminium (Young modulus 69 GPa,
Poisson’s ratio 0.33). Acting force equals 100 N. 8-nodes
hexagonal finite elements with substitute material parameters (from homogenization) were used.
The first test was investigated the effect a change
in thickness of the claddings at a constant thickness of the

core on the displacement and stresses values. Figs. 3 and 4
show obtained results. In the next step thickness of the claddings was constant and a thickness of the core changed. The
results are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. Displacement and
stress values are shown on the total weight of the system
under study.
In the first case, it was observed that increasing the
share of the claddings increases the rigidity of the structure,
but the layer is thicker the rapidly increasing mass model.
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Fig. 4 The maximum stresses of structure as a function of
the mass with the constant thickness of the core

b
Fig. 2 The sandwich structure filling of metal foam [6] (a)
and the schema of tested sandwich structure (b)
In the second case it was found that, at constant
thickness of claddings (2 mm) too greatly increasing the
thickness of the foam layer (over 20 mm) is uneconomical
because it does not introduce any significant changes in the
properties of the structure.

Fig. 5 The maximum displacement of structure as a function
of the mass with the constant thickness of the claddings

Fig. 6 The maximum stresses of structure as a function of
the mass with the constant thickness of the claddings

Fig. 3 The maximum displacement of structure as a function
of the mass with the constant thickness of the core

In the final stage to investigate how foam structures
behave under the influence of twisting loads, numerical simulations of axial torsion test of the foam filled profile was
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performed. The modelled section has two axes of symmetry.
The real existing hollow profile and the scheme of boundary
conditions in the test presents Fig. 7.
During the numerical tests of torsion of foamed
profile in all cases, the sample cross section area was 90

a

mm2. Tests were conducted for different combinations of
foam layer thickness and coating. The obtained results were
compared to assess the effect of the thickness ratio of the
individual layers and to what extent the thickness of the
claddings was profitable.

b

Fig. 7 Profile of filling foam [9] (a) and boundary conditions in simulation of torsion test (b)
The magnitude displacements for selected thickness of claddings are presented in Figs. 8, 10 and 12. The
stress distribution for the same selected thickness of claddings are presented in Figs. 9, 11 and 13, respectively.
As one can see the distribution of displacement in
the model is similar and does not depend on the thickness of
the linings. It has been noted, however, that the stresses are
concentrated in the walls of the profile, so it can be inferred
that they are the ones that carry the largest part of the load.

Fig. 10 Torsion – profile of filling foam, thickness of claddings 1 mm: displacement (in mm)

Fig. 8 Torsion – profile of filling foam, thickness of claddings 0.25 mm: displacement (in mm)
Fig. 11 Torsion – profile of filling foam, thickness of claddings 1 mm: stresses (in MPa)

Fig. 9 Torsion – profile of filling foam, thickness of claddings 0.25 mm: stresses (in MPa)

Fig. 12 Torsion – profile of filling foam, thickness of claddings 5 mm: displacement (in mm)
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Fig. 13 Torsion – profile of filling foam, thickness of claddings 5 mm: stresses (in MPa)
4. Conclusions
In the work a new approach to the modeling of
the metal foam consists of closed cells and represented by
means of RVE elements with different number, size and distribution of the pores is presented. Numerical homogenization method is applied to calculate material coefficient matrix of simulated structures.
Here, the influence of geometrical features on
material parameters was tested. It can be observed that if the
inclusions grid is regular then density primarily influence on
coefficient of elasticity matrix C.
In general, it was found that during three point
bending test the increasing the thickness of the cladding
leads to the effect that the core is minimized and the stresses
and displacements tend to a certain characteristic values.
During the numerical tests of torsion, we can observe typical behavior for torsion - the stresses are concentrated in the walls of the profile. As stiffness grows - stress
also increases.
In further studies, the results (material constants)
will be used to develop and stress analysis of complex systems containing elements made of foamed metal type structures. This approach should result in significantly shorten
the time of calculation.
In the next step it is also planned to make samples
using 3D printing and perform experimental testing (threepoint bending test and compression test simulated also numerically).
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A. John, M. John, J. Brodny
THE FOAMED METAL STRUCTURES IN
NUMERICAL TESTING
Summary
In the paper numerical simulation of the foamed
metal structures using numerical homogenization algorithm
is prescribed. The first, numerical model of heterogeneous
porous simplified structures of typical foamed metal, based
on the FEM was built and material parameters (coefficients
of elasticity matrix of the considered structure) were determined with use of numerical homogenization algorithm. In
the work the different RVE models of structure were created
and their properties were compared at different relative density, different numbers and the size and structure of the arrangement of voids. Finally, obtained results were used in
modeling of typical elements made from foam metals structures - sandwich structures and hollow profiles filling with
metal foam. Three point bending test was performed for
sandwich structures. Simulation were done for different dimensions of cladding and core. Additionally, the torsion test
was performed for profiles filling with metal foam. Typical
behavior for torsion was observed.
Keywords: foam metal structures, multi-scale modelling,
numerical homogenization, RVE, FEM, sandwich structure.
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